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MULTI-MATRIX SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR FAMES PROFILING BY 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY (GCxGC)

Fatty acids methyl esters (FAMEs) analysis is of a special interest for monitoring the metabolic

health of a population. As lipidomic studies are often based on the separation of the different lipid

classes by LC or GC-HRMS, it appears that the use of a more resolutive chromatographic

technique, like two-dimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC), can be beneficial to enhance

resolution and improve FAMEs discrimination in lipidomic studies. GCxGC coupled with MS

offers an additional separation dimension allowing lipids isomers differentiation in complex

matrices.

Therefore, GCxGC was assessed for FAMEs analysis in several matrices. Indeed, liquid matrices

(milk, urine and plasma/serum) as well as solid matrices (lyophilized liver and feces, and adipose

tissue) were prepared following two protocols performed in lipidomic studies.
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Figure: EI-MS (70eV) spectra of mix FAMEs 37 in a) 3D plot b) 2D plot with NIST
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Preliminary studies were conducted on the mix FAMEs 37 (from Supelco). Sufficient

chromatographic resolution was obtained allowing the identification with NIST matching

of 36 FAMEs, only missing C4:0 which is not retained with this gradient. Gradient

optimizations occurred however, no improvement was obtained.

For the matrices, no signal could be detected. As standards were injected between the

samples, and successfully detected, sample preparation may be involved in the issue. Next

injections will be performed without prior derivatization.

Two-dimensional chromatography hyphenated with TOF-MS was evaluated for FAMEs detection.

Sufficient chromatographic resolution was successfully achieved for discriminant FAMEs

identification performed with NIST database. The same method was applied to several matrices.

However, no detection signal could be properly obtained. A sample preparation issue could be

involved here. This underlines the significance of sample preparation in GCxGC-MS studies.

Further tests will be conducted for FAMEs detection in the matrices and then applied to lipidomic

studies.
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